WHY CALENDARS?

Calendars, when designed effectively, are strong marketing tools that not only get your brand into your client’s homes and workplaces, but have them interacting with it on a daily basis.

Our design team can come up with a solution that best suits your company’s needs.
Our team can custom design your calendars to be the most effective tool for your users.
Tell us your marketing goals and let us do the rest.

We are passionate about calendars and each job is treated as being of the utmost importance no matter how big or small. We take great pride in the calendars we produce and are extremely confident that you will be impressed with the end product.

However you need us, we are here to help.

CLEAR YOUR SCHEDULE — LEAVE IT ALL TO US

With 25 years experience in the corporate calendar industry we are experts in our field. All calendars are produced under one roof which allows us to remain in full control of all aspects of the work we do for you.

We understand your needs, and you can trust us to alleviate the end of year stress.
We aim to serve you in any way possible to create a polished, effective calendar you are happy with, and that we are proud to have produced. By thinking of the end result, and putting ourselves in your and your clients shoes, we are clearly set apart as market leaders in calendar design and production.

We have great networks of photography available to us and if you are struggling to find images or even concepts for your calendar, please just give us a call.

BRANDING YOUR CALENDARS

1. What must I supply?
Please supply us with a printed colour sample of your logo. (Letterhead, business card etc) as well as any information you want printed on the calendars. This could include a slogan, telephone, fax, website etc.

2. What format must my logo be in?
We require your logo in a digital format, this can be e-mailed or supplied on disk.
Please supply a high resolution file in order to get the best print quality.
Logo’s should be supplied in one of the following programs - Pdf, Illustrator (eps or ai), InDesign or Photoshop.
Logo’s supplied in Microsoft Word or supplied at low resolution will require us to re-draw them for a small fee.

3. Will my information and colours be correct?
In order to get your logo colours correct we will need a pantone or CMYK reference number, alternatively we can match your logo colour to the colour sample provided. For you to ensure that everything is 100% correct you will receive full proofs of your artwork to sign off before we go to print.

SOUTH AFRICAN OWNED & OPERATED

As a family business, supporting South Africa and our economy is important to us. We are proud to be a South African owned and operated company.

With Phoenix Design you gain the advantage of 25 years of printing experience and knowledge.

To see a sales consultant or receive a quote:
Contact Richard Collins on (011) 793-6627
E-mail: richard@phoenixdesign.co.za
Visit our website: www.phoenixdesign.co.za
Exquisite wildlife calendar with textured varnish. Large format page design and superior picture reproduction make this the ultimate gift for your top clients.
Exploring South Africa’s most magnificent destinations. This unique scenery calendar is printed on premium quality 200 gsm art paper.
Magnificent wildlife photography has been given premier product treatment within this beautifully designed large format calendar. This calendar is a limited edition.
EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDARS

Be inspired by a collection of unique and colourful images, complimented with thought-provoking motivational sayings.

INSPIRATIONS 2021
An outstanding collection of panoramic wildlife photography featuring South Africa’s top photographers.
Take a scenic journey through the African Continent. This calendar includes an additional page with the African public holidays.
Guaranteed to thrill and excite, this calendar features a magnificent collection of the world's top Supercars.
3 TIER FREIGHT CALENDAR
This three month to view calendar is triple wiro-bound and displays three large, clear date pads. A date marker is also included. The backing board is completely custom so that you can add all your important information on. The backing board is printed on 300gsm board and rimmed at the head.

**GOLD RIMMED**
**SIZE:** H 375 MM X W 897 MM

**WIRO**
**DATE PADS:** H 360 MM X W 167 MM

4 TIER FREIGHT CALENDAR
This four month to view calendar is scored and displays four large, clear date pads. A date marker is also included. The backing board is completely custom so that you can add all your important information on. The backing board is printed on 300gsm board and rimmed at the head.

**GOLD RIMMED**
**SIZE:** H 345 MM X W 982 MM

**SCORED**
**DATE PADS:** H 329 MM X W 165 MM
ASSORTED DESK CALENDARS

SQUARE CD CALENDAR
14 pages printed in full colour and gloss. UV varnished. 12 Pages of the calendar will be branded with your advertising.

CURVED CALENDAR
We are the only calendar company that produces this unique tear-shaped perspex box. 14 pages printed in full colour and gloss UV varnished. 12 Pages of the calendar will be branded with your advertising.

A-FRAME CALENDAR
Attractive and useful, desktop calendars are printed on both sides and bound to a sturdy stand. Choose between a nature, wildlife or inspirational theme. Your company name and branding appears at the base of each desk calendar along with your message, telephone number and website, so that your company stays in mind and you stay one step ahead of your competitors.
All posters have a gloss varnish over the picture area and are printed on top quality 170 gsm art paper.

- **MOMENTS**
- **EXPLORING SA**
- **POLAR BEARS**
- **LIONESS & CUBS**
- **INTO AFRICA**
- **LEOPARD**
12 POSTERS

SA MAP  AFRICA MAP  WORLD MAP  YEAR PLANNER

SUSTAINABILITY  BORN WILD  INSPIRATIONS

AFRICAN EAGLES  EXOTIC SPORTS CARS  CALL OF THE WILD

SIZE: H 950 MM X W 565 MM
ADVERTISING AREA: H 100 MM X W 535 MM

UV VARNISH  GOLD RIMMED
Plan each working day with a 12-leaf desk planner. Our new full colour deskpads feature a variety of styles, themes and layouts.